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A NOTE FROM LUMARI
Dear One!

Thank you for purchasing my book, Streams Of Consciousness. The wisdom, 
frequencies and blessings in this new work are here for your celebration, 
transformation and shifts into your Higher Soul Callings. These are higher, 
illuminating vibrations that will make a difference for you, for your friends and 
community and for our world. Thank you for participating in this awakening!

I would love to know about your experiences and insights, so please let me 
know. You can email me, of course! Keep checking for new attunements, 
courses and private sessions and coaching for your Streams Of Consciousness 
Journey.

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
May your life be filled with joy, soul wisdom, love and the blessings of the 
Streams Of Consciousness!

May your journey bring love, beauty, honor, understanding, celebration and 
Divine connection to you. 

May you shine in all your magnificence! 

May your light help uplift our world!

So many blessings,
Lumari



Welcome Dear Soul! 
You are here because you are reading my book, Streams Of Consciousness. 
You are ready to Journey within the Streams of Consciousness and experience 
the Insights, Shifts and Transformations of Divine Frequencies that activate 
your Soul’s Higher Callings, Creative Vision and Pathways in this world and 
beyond.

The Streams of Consciousness Activation Journal is a container for your 
creativity, flow, memories, insights and transformations from reading Streams 
of Consciousness. My book is more than words on a page that describe 
something. It is an activating, healing and awakening experience of Divine 
expression and celebrates your journey and humanity’s journey to personal 
Divine connection and self expression. 

Give yourself time after reading a chapter or even several paragraphs in 
Streams Of Consciousness to journal, write and express what is going on for 
you. Sometimes even random words or phrases will remind you and activate 
new frequencies as you write. Later as you read your Activation Journal, you’ll 
receive even more.

Write in your Activation Journal when you’re moved to express your new 
perspectives, and awakenings. You may remember something and want to 
capture your impressions. You may receive answers or new ways of thinking 
that you want to capture. Writing and journaling also opens new channels of 
expression that are not so noticeable when you’re in linear thinking mode. 
Enjoy your inspiration. 



Your Journal is Your Journey!
This journal infuses, connects and creates a sacred space for your insights, 
transformations and your dreams. As you journal about your experiences, 
the awakenings, insights, inspirations, transformations and healings you are 
experiencing, you will also have a very mindful and present relationship with 
each Stream of Consciousness. Your Journal is your Journey, so you may follow 
your own path and create your own journey.

Celebrate your journey with the Streams of Consciousness
How you celebrate your journey with the Streams of Consciousness is in your own 
personal essence. You may want to write - descriptively, poetically or even jotting 
down some words that reflect your experiences, insight and transformations. 
You may want to draw and have colored pencils or markers that allow you 
a way of sharing your inner visions and inspiration. You can add drawings, 
photos, ideas and inspiration you receive! You may want to collage, to cut and 
paste images to reflect your impressions. You may be inspired to do it all. 

Your Streams of Consciousness Activation Journal is creative and flowing, so 
while I’m giving you ideas and sharing how I organized the journal for you, 
“Your Journal is your Journey” You can be creative. 

This is really to get you started and help you organize some of your 
journey with the Streams of Consciousness. Then when you want to read it, 
follow your own experiences and write new insights and revisit your journey 
and wisdom it’s easier for you. I’ve included blank pages, too, that you can 
title and create as your being moves you - and I hope it will!

You’re witnessing, expressing and recording your experiences, 
awakenings, transformations, activations, healings and insights, inspired by 
your connection with the Streams Of Consciousness.



How to Use your Streams of Consciousness Activations Journal
As you read my Streams Of Consciousness book the energies and awakenings 
flow from beginning to end. This helps you gain deeper understanding of the 
Streams of Consciousness. “Your Journal Is Your Journey.” If you are guided to 
read different chapters non-sequentially or circle back to read chapters again, 
follow that flow and guidance. 

You are writing about your experiences, awakenings, transformations, 
activations, healings and insights, inspired by your connection with the 
Streams Of Consciousness.  These are Shifts, Revelations and Activations.

Shifts: 
Are you feeling a shift? 
That can be a shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can open your 
mind and spirit to new ways of being and seeing. A Streams of Consciousness 
Activation can create a shift that helps you let go of old ways of thinking, 
being and acting. Streams of Consciousness Activations can bring a sense of 
clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling?

Revelations:
What is being revealed to you right now?
Are you seeing yourself in a new way? Are you understanding your own life or 
humanity with a new light? These are revelations. A Streams of Consciousness 
Activation can open new ways of thinking, greater insights into your own life, 
and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more. A Streams 
of Consciousness Activation can open you to so much more
What revelations are you perceiving?

Activations:
What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
What is inspiring you, lighting your way and opening for you?
A Streams of Consciousness Activation - activates your soul’s callings, dreams, 
directions and more, in alignment with your being on multi-dimensional 
levels. Being activated, having activations may feel like real awakenings, 
healings and transformation. You may even experience a recognition of your 
true Divine connection and expression. 
What activations are flowing in you now?



These are all themes of experience. I’ll include these questions in the sections 
as prompts for your flow.

Your practices and writings in this Invocations Journal, are the first steps 
to understand and truly presence your own journey working with the Streams 
Of Consciousness Invocations. 

Your Journey can be a Sacred Inquiry 
To add to your explorations and transformations, these are other questions you 
can ask yourself to engage and notice your Stream of Consciousness Journey.

What are you noticing and feeling from the Stream of Consciousness?
What did you discover in this chapter?
How do you feel right now?
What does this mean to you? 
How does this change your perspective?
What are your revelations and insights?
What did you learn about yourself?
What did you learn about humanity?
What inquiry and opening had this created for you?
What are you noticing about yourself right now?
What are the gifts you are already experiencing?
What is beautifully flowing, moving and vibrating for you now?



Activation Journal
First, we begin with the organization to help you start writing and flowing for 
your creativity, spiritual journey. This outline will help you flow in spirit and 
keep track of your insights, openings and more.

Subject 
Subject: Chapter or section
At the top of the page is a space for the subject. This is to note the specific 
chapter and part of the book, Stream Of Consciousness that you’re exploring. 
Write the a title in that space. This will help you understand and more deeply 
track your inspirations, insights and shifts. 

You can create your own subject, too. For example you can write, ‘Wondering in 
the Singular Outpouring’ - or - ‘Inspirations from the Stream of Compassion.’

Date 
Date: Today’s date
First, this is the day you are writing.  
Each time you write more about your experiences and insights from Streams 
Of Consciousness, you’ll have a new page. Where it says date, put the this 
day’s date. That way even if you jump around reading this book, you’ll have 
a sense of continuity to follow.

If you’ve got extra space on a page, then add the new date on the same page. 
So, if you are journaling about ‘Inspirations from the Stream of Compassion,’ 
and then you write more another day, you can go back to that page and add 
the day’s date and then journal more with that beautiful flow.

As you journal here, think about, journal and reflect upon the insights, wisdom 
and transformations and new revelations, healing and freedom you received 
and perceived.



Wait There’s More!
I have to have this section,  Open Space to Create, because there is more. We 
just don’t know what that is yet! So here, write what ever! Add drawings 
and photos. Write about things that happened because of this Inspired Action 
that may not appear to be directly related, but maybe it is. Maybe it was 
inspired by the Inspired Action and it’s surprising you. And you can write 
about anything here. Your  Inspired Actions Intentional Journal will bring up 
new things for you to explore! You may find openings, revelation and ideas 
that just start coming. You may receive so much inspiration and healing that 
dreams you used to have and you let go of, start coming back to you AND you 
may discover that you still want those dreams. 

Keep Journaling
Keep writing, drawing and journaling. If you run out of pages, you can make 
a copy of this PDF for your own use (not to share with someone else) and 
keep going. Sometimes you are so inspired by a particular Stream, that you 
want to flow with that energy and activation. Sometimes you are  finind so 
much wisdom and knowing and transformation that you run out of room in a 
section.

So, the easiest wato keep journaling, is to make a copy of the PDF for yourself. 
Then put a date on the Your Streams OF Consiousness Journey page, so you 
know when you started and can follow through. 

YAY! YAY! IT’S TIME TO PLAY!
I’d love to hear from you! Share your powerful and uplifting experiences. 
Share the transformations that happen in your life and how others are shifting 
with along with you! I’d love to know!
Let me know if you want more personal guidance.



Use your own soul, 
your own resonance 

and 
your own experience 

to explore and open to 
these sacred and 

now revealed gifts.





Title
Date

Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.





Title
Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.





Title
Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
your own journey 
to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
many relationships and 

many pathways 
have led you here





Title
Date

Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.





Title
Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.





Title
Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
your own journey 
to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
many relationships and 

many pathways 
have led you here





Title
Date

Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.





Title
Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.





Title
Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
your own journey 
to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
many relationships and 

many pathways 
have led you here





Title
Date

Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.





Title
Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.





Title
Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
your own journey 
to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
many relationships and 

many pathways 
have led you here





Title
Date

Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.





Title
Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.





Title
Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
your own journey 
to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
many relationships and 

many pathways 
have led you here
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Write free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspired words that spark meaning 
from your initial very personal experience from the Streams Of Consciousness. 
Tune in and feel the frequencies of a specific Stream Of Consciousness or from 
your whole experiece, that is awakening for you in this moment. 
What is inspiring your insights, creative expressions and visions?

Write your inspirations, ideas, insights, creative expressions and visions.
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Date

Tune in and feel the frequencies and messages blessing and aligning you in this 
moment. What shifts are you feeling? What revelations are you perceiving?
What activations are flowing in you now?

Write your free flowing thoughts, channeling, poetry, inspirations, insights, 
transformations, awakenings and possibilities.





Title
Date

Are you feeling a shift? 
Tune in and feel the  shift in your perceptions or perspective. A shift can bring 
a sense of clarity, knowing, healing and awakening.
What shifts are you feeling, noticing and experiencing? 

Write about the energies, insights, transformations, awakenings and 
possibilities.





Title
Date

What is being revealed to you right now? Are you seeing yourself and life in a 
new way? Tune in and open to new ways of thinking, greater insights into your 
own life, and deeper understanding of the world, humanity, spirit and more?

Journal about the frequencies and revelations inspiring new insights, 
creative expressions, and different vision, perspectives and possibilities.
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Date

What is actively guiding you forward in new and expanded ways? 
Tune in and feel the frequencies activating your soul’s callings, dreams, directions, 
real awakenings, healings and transformation and more. What is inspiring you, 
lighting your way and opening for you?

Journal about your activation and the ways they are inspiring how you live 
your life and create your Bigger Vision





Wait. There’s more. Now that you are consciously aware of the Streams Of 
Consciousness, feel the energies moving, This Stream is inspiring you with 
awakening, healing and new ways of thinking, feeling and being.

Write whatever wants to come forward.  
This is an open space for you to grow, expand, remember, bring forward and 

play. Create directed free flowing thoughts and enjoy.





Take this moment and breathe 
and acknowledge 
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to this moment. 

Many lifetimes, 
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many pathways 
have led you here
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LUMARI is a gifted internationally acclaimed intuitive life coach, psychic 
consultant, creative catalyst, visionary energy master and bestselling author 
who has shown thousands of people how to celebrate their soul purpose, 
follow their highest destiny, fulfill their dreams and Live Inspired. 

With clients all over the world, she is passionate about providing guidance 
and sharing wisdom that creates transformation, fulfillment and inspiration 
for positive personal, professional and planetary change. 

Enjoying a successful career as a sculptor, Lumari integrated her creative 
gifts as an artist with her powerful intuitive gifts of vision, channeling and 
communication to relentlessly follow her vision. Because of her extraordinary 
intuitive gifts, vibration and wisdom, Lumari is a joyful vortex of inspiration. 
She opens the doors to your inner being. Her world class coaching provides 
the clarity, guidance and healing you need to fulfill your soul expression, soar 
in spirit, access opportunities and manifest greater wealth and success. Her 
insight, vibration and vision help you be the joyful soul and spirit you know 
you are inside and guide you to courageous success.

Her books, meditations and spiritual training workshops bring joyful 
awakening, profound clarity, spiritual connection and healing. They reveal 
secret teachings to raise awareness and Divine connection.

Her podcast the “Cosmic Coffee Break” brings enlightening meditations, 
wisdom teachings and interviews to share the vibrations to uplift your life 
and our world. 

To connect with Lumari for coaching, gatherings and more and to Live Inspired, 
email Contact@Lumari.com



Courses, Meditations and Books from Lumari

INVOCATIONS JOURNEY Course 
Gain a more advanced connection and expansion.
and experience clear, harmonious resonance 
with the Streams Of Consciousness. The Streams 
of Consciousness Invocations audio course 
includes Sacred practices, Calling Forth the 
Streams chants, High Frequency meditations, 
Invocation Guide Book, and Invocations Journal.

Start your journey here ~ CosmicStreams.com

CLAIM YOUR SPIRITUAL REAL ESTATE 
Keep your energy clear and protected, while you 
follow your destiny Course includes teachings 
and training to lift your spirit and place you right in 
the center of your own being, power and purpose, 
with energy to spare.

Learn more and purchase ~ Lumari.com

PERSONAL SACRED SPACE Meditation
Receive the essential secrets to stay clear and 
connected to your own energy vision and 
purpose, in your sacred space of being.
 
Download free audio meditation ~ Lumari.com



LIVING INSPIRED WITH LUMARI
In this book, Lumari breaks apart the myths that 
rob you of the true vibrations of living inspired. She 
reveals the ART of Living Inspired, so you can create 
your own illumination and positive purpose every 
moment.

ALAWASHKA
Discover the nature of Creation, the evolution 
of humanity and the power of Alawashka, the 
original language of Creation. Channeled by 
Lumari, the words and energies in this book contain 
vibrations of universal transformation and can 
initiate your passage into higher consciousness,  
just by reading it.

AKASHIC RECORDS
Learn about the Akashic Records and the Beings who 
hold the Wisdom of the Ages. Lumari is the first to 
interview and channel direct communication with 
the Akashic. Discover who the Akashic Records are, 
how their system of Universal wisdom works and how 
to achieve a connection of your own.

SHOPPING FOR A MAN 
Find deeper personal fulfillment and create a lasting, 
meaningful relationship without playing games or 
sacrificing yourself. Lumari’s wisdom teachings, 
visualizations and evolutionary shopping tips will help 
you date a fabulous guy who’s the right fit for you. 
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